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in order to resolve duplicate file checks, the file creation
date must be set to a known time. you can set the creation

date to a specific date, but are also able to configure the file
creation date to be a relative time of when the file is first

modified. for example, you can set a time up to when a file
is first opened for editing. this is known as the date modified

(dm) file. when you use a powerserver with software
partition (sp) enabled, the operating system will load itself
only into the partition designated as the sp partition. if you
need to load a different operating system into the partition
designated as the sp partition, you must first disable sp and
restart the server. a potential problem encountered by users

who test their new operating system software is that the
current on-line bios configuration may not agree with the
current configuration of their power server. while this is

common, it can be frustrating for users. the previous on-line
bios configuration will be retained for future power server

operations. the 3600/3800/4800 model system is the fastest
of the ibm es/360/38 and the ibm es/4800 family of

computers. the 3600/3800/4800 computer uses a very fast
p2 bus architecture to support 16 mb of main memory, and
up to four full page transfers per cycle. the purdue graphics
support center has been providing apple macintosh support,
graphics software, and publishing services to the university
and its students since 1994. the graphics support center can
assist you if you have trouble with your graphics software. it
also provides troubleshooting, publications, and educational

materials for students, staff and faculty.
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it is possible to register a serial number to your bike. you
can then apply that serial number in the same manner as a

custom paint job, which would be covered under the
warranty period, or the warranty period would be extended

by the time you've had it registered. serial numbers are
installed by a local bike shop. they are usually located

somewhere between the bottom bracket and the pedals. the
majority of these locations are covered in the sew art

installation guide. this document is one of the main reasons
for the sew art online support. you can also ask questions on
the sew art forums. when ibm i software is registered on a
virtual serial number, the virtual serial number is used as

the installation media serial number, which is then assigned
to the logical partition that is running the software. a virtual
serial number (registration serial number) can be assigned

to a logical partition. when the virtual serial number is
registered on the logical partition, it becomes the

installation media serial number, and therefore the
installation media serial number is assigned to the logical

partition that is running the software. a virtual serial number
can be assigned to a logical partition. when the virtual serial
number is registered on the logical partition, it becomes the

installation media serial number, and therefore the
installation media serial number is assigned to the logical
partition that is running the software. a free, and simple
online registration form is available through my parking

profile when registering a bike, please provide all the
requested information, including the manufacturer's serial

number (please see diagram below for potential locations on
where your serial number could be located), your ut eid and

current address so the permit is mailed to the correct
address. 5ec8ef588b
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